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INTRODUCTION
TO THE EVENT

With the theme “Innovative underground works for a 
thbetter future”, the 5  Brazilian Congress on Tunnels and 

Underground Structures and the International “Latin 
thAmerican Tunneling Seminar” (5  CBT-LAT 2021) will 

bring together renowned persons from the tunnel 

industry worldwide. Twelve key themes for professionals 

in the underground structures area will be addressed. 

During the congress new technologies and trends in 

tunnel design, construction, maintenance and operation 

will be introduced. Debates, exchange of experiences 

and technical updates will also be part of the two events. 

In addition to the technical papers from Brazil and Latin 

thAmerica, promising to repeat the success of the 4  

Congress, which took place in 2017, conferences of 

renowned national and international experts will be 

given, debates on current issues will be held, in addition 

to the exhibition of products, services and equipment, 

and technical visits. 

A period is also being reserved for carrying out a 

refresher and training tunneling short course, given by 

renowned Brazilian and international tunneling 

engineering professionals.

thThe Organization of the 5  CBT & LAT 2021 counts on the 

active and motivated participation of the Brazilian and 

Latin American technical community in order to bring an 

excellent exchange of experiences and knowledge to the 

Congress, in addition to an outstanding networking for all 

participants.

The Brazilian Tunneling Committee, which is part of the 

Brazilian Association of Soil Mechanics and Geotechnical 

Engineering (ABMS), is pleased to invite the entire 

technical community to engage now, by registering and 
thpresenting papers for the 5  CBT, which should occur in a 

moment of upturn in the infrastructure areas, with the 

return of investments in urban mobility projects and 

works, as well as in the energy, mining and sanitation, oil 

and gas segments, among others.



· Geological geotechnical investigations for tunnel design (for hard 

rock and soft ground tunnels, new mapping and testing techniques)

·  Tunnels in urban environments (design and construction practices, 

interference with infrastructure networks, with existing underground 

structures and with buildings)

·  Underground works for mining, oil & gas and other energies (design 

and work practices, case studies)

· Conventional and mechanized tunneling (in soft ground and hard 

rock, productivity and optimization, historical cases)

· Hard rock tunneling and galleries for complex situations (design and 

work cases, technologies) 

· Unconventional construction (stations by secant pile wall shafts, 

inverted tunnel, large sections without drift)

· Safety and operation of underground spaces (systems, technologies, 

regulations, risk analysis and maintenance)

· Renovation and expansion of underground structures (structural 

recovery, retrofitting, expansions, new uses)

· New design approaches (use of BIM, probabilistic calculation, 

seismic design, current practices and necessary developments)

· Risk management (systemic approach, contracting, insurance, 

probabilistic risk)

· Ground treatment and conditioning (new conditioning techniques, 

historical cases)

· Archeology and architecture in underground structures (domestic 

and international experiences, case studies)

THEMES



- "Airport Bus Service" to Guarulhos International Airport 

just outside;

- Event held on a single floor, providing greater integration 

between all. 

- Counts with 53 hotels and 24 thousand beds in its 

surroundings;

Chosen considering the convenience and features for all 

participants:

-  Privileged location, in the Avenida Paulista area; 

- Food court and a restaurant plaza totaling 1,400 seats 

spread over two floors; 

- Parking with 1,200 fixed spaces at an affordable price; 

FREI CANECA
CONVENTION CENTER



DIAMOND QUOTA

Exhibitor badges: 6

COMPLIMENTARY:

Institutional video up to 1 minute in the event’s opening 

ceremony 

Full Congress registrations: 8

20 minutes space for a business workshop 

Insertion of material in participants' bags

Printed and digital advertising material, observing the 

proportions of each quota

Reference on the social networks of the event’s partners 

Event website, observing the proportions of each quota 

Event App, observing the proportions of each quota (if any) 

ACTIVITIES:

30 minutes space in the technical lectures program (speaker 

and expenses covered by sponsor) 

Visual communication, observing the proportions of each 

quota

BRAND EXPOSURE:

BENEFITS: AREA:

Area at the venue with a privileged location (does not include 

assembly costs): 36m² 

INVESTMENT: R$ 70.000,00

ABMS Topaz / ITA Associate ABMS Tourmaline Associate ABMS Emerald Associate

R$ 63.000,00 R$ 59.500,00 R$ 56.000,00

Associated companies also associated to the CBT add 2.5% to above discount 



INVESTMENT: R$ 50.000,00

ABMS Topaz / ITA Associate ABMS Tourmaline Associate ABMS Emerald Associate

R$ 45.000,00 R$ 42.500,00 R$ 40.000,00

Associated companies also associated to the CBT add 2.5% to above discount

Full Congress registrations: 5

Event website, observing the proportions of each quota

AREA:
BENEFITS: 

Visual communication, observing the proportions of each quota 

Exhibitor badges: 4

Printed and digital advertising material, observing the proportions 

of each quota

Event App, observing the proportions of each quota (if any)

Insertion of material in participants’ bags

BRAND EXPOSURE:

Area at the venue with a privileged location (does not include 

assembly costs): 24m²

ACTIVITIES:

COMPLIMENTARY:

Reference on the social networks of the event’s partners

20 minutes space for business workshop

PLATINUM QUOTA



INVESTMENT: R$ 35.000,00

ABMS Topaz / ITA Associate ABMS Tourmaline Associate ABMS Emerald Associate

R$ 31.500,00 R$ 29.750,00 R$ 28.000,00

Associated companies also associated to the CBT add 2.5% to above discount

BENEFITS: 

BRAND EXPOSURE:

COMPLIMENTARY:

Insertion of material in participants’ bags

AREA:

Visual communication, observing the proportions of each quota

Full Congress registrations: 3

Area at the venue with a privileged location (does not include assembly costs): 

18m²

Exhibitor badges: 3

Reference on the social networks of the event’s partners

Event website, observing the proportions of each quota

Event App, observing the proportions of each quota (if any)

GOLD QUOTA



INVESTMENT: R$ 20.000,00

ABMS Topaz / ITA Associate ABMS Tourmaline Associate ABMS Emerald Associate

R$ 18.000,00 R$ 17.000,00 R$ 16.000,00

Associated companies also associated to the CBT add 2.5% to above discount

BASIC ASSEMBLY:

- Storage with 1 standard door;

- 1 logo in cutout;

- Carpet placed directly on the area’s floor;

AREA:
BENEFITS: 

Area at the venue with a privileged location: 9m² with basic 

assembly

- Walls in TS laminate structured with aluminum;

- 1 set of table with 3 chairs;

- 1 standard counter.

BRAND EXPOSURE:

COMPLIMENTARY:

Exhibitor badges: 2

Event website, observing the proportions of each quota 

Event App, observing the proportions of each quota (if any)

Full Congress registrations: 1

SILVER QUOTA



INVESTMENT: R$ 12.000,00

ABMS Topaz / ITA Associate ABMS Tourmaline Associate ABMS Emerald Associate

R$ 10.800,00 R$ 10.200,00 R$ 9.600,00

Associated companies also associated to the CBT add 2.5% to above discount

BASIC ASSEMBLY:

- Storage with 1 standard door;

- 1 standard counter.

COMPLIMENTARY:

Exhibitor badges: 2

Basic 9m² booth

- Walls in TS laminate structured with aluminum;

- Carpet placed directly on the area’s floor;

- 1 set of table with 3 chairs;

- 1 logo in cutout;

BRONZE QUOTA
BASIC BOOTH
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